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The  introduction of an  annual  pasture  legume  into  a  tree 
cropping  system 

Falcinelli 
di Genetico Vegetale, degli Studi  di 

XX Giugno 74,06100 - - e-mail: 

Summary - fields of olive a potential to the of an 
into  the system. This may have advantages,  but the of a canopy is 

of in hilly lands soils to we suggest the use of annual legumes.  At 
this 28 genotypes of polyrnorpha evaluated in 1995 to 1999 soil 
canopy cold biomass time, 

in autumn. most  of the thus allowing a 
choice, depending  on the need of the system. 

olive polyrnorpha, soil 

- les vignes et les oliveraies  pourraient être améliorées en introduisant  des cultures 
herbacées  dans le système de culture. Cette association  présente plusieurs avantages  mais  le  principal reste la 
protection  des sols contre l'érosion en zones de reliefi Afin de tester  l'intérêt  des  légumineuses annuelles, 29 
génotypes de ont été testés à de 1995 h 1999pour leur  capacité h couvrir le sol, 
le développement de leur feuillage, la tolérance au froid, la production  de phytornasse, la période de floraison, 
la  production  de graines, le taux  de graines  dures et la régénération en automne. Les résultats obtenus sont très 
contrastés pour la plupart de ces critères, ce qui fournit un large éventail de choix en fonction des  exigences du 
système de culture concerné. Les résultats concernant la tolérance au  froid  et le degré de couverture du sol sont 
présentés. 

fruticulture, erosion 

the mechanisation in  the sixties eased the of soil 
ploughing. Nowadays an of scientists suggesting that even in 

conditions the soil by a canopy is often at an advantage. As a 
of fact, the basic of upon techniques 

capable to most of the to the main The of fallow in 
specie, example, the content of the soil. The  soil 

fallow is managed shallow ploughing to avoid a consumption of 
and by weeds, seed population in  the  soil and 
The ploughing in has the  same objectives. 

At the management of soils is a cost, and the cost of instance, 
is addition, small 

seeking with attention at sustainable systems. hilly lands, most of 
and olive located, to become that 

soils would cause a of yields (less total content in the with 
consequent possible change of and, eventually, be left abandoned. The 

of a canopy is now seen as a a little of  yields is 
accepted they be maintained with time. 
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The advantages of the soil by a canopy would only in the long 
would slowly the soil and this, in 

and of by  time and Sequi, 1983). The passage of 
machine a of etc.) can be 

1985; Scienza et ab., 1988), so in clay, wet soils. The 
content will also benefit the soil thus soil 

compaction. 
nowadays all benefits will against the losses of yields due  to plant 

competition. this a key will  be the choice of a suitable species to  be used. 
The idea to use an annual legume in the following 
being a legume is much less competitive than a against the main because 
independent Secondly using annual species life cycle will not 

that of the the legume will  be when the species is 
close to it), thus the soils the season, exactly when they 

much exposed to the legume will be as seeds and 
the thus a of mulching which may the losses 

the soil. The seed then, will a spontaneous 
the following autumn  without the need of all that, the high 

quality biomass  of the legume (as pods and seeds) could be a 
animals. 

The demand of the soil is Actually many 
the of ploughing, letting the soil be by the mowing it 

at it by conducted with 
the objective to the most suitable to competition 
between species and the main The use of the native is at no cost of 
seeding, but it may well and weeds which 

the could compete The tentative of 
of legumes have in some cases failed due to a adaptation to the 

conditions. Cold seem to be the most 
impeding a use of available seed in the A need of  new is 

an condition a successful of annual legumes in 
and olive 1999). 

Twenty-eight lines of polyrnorphn singled out in 1995/96 19 populations 
and 1999) evaluated in dense stands in 

1996/97 to 1999/2000. Seeds and  sown  at a of  27 
kg ha-' on 1st 1996. The design  was a complete block with 
4 the evaluation we 
only the of cold (O= no damages, - 5 susceptible) and soil 

(%). Seed in 1998/99 was by glyphosate. to analysis 
to values. 

and  discussion 

The evaluation site a good of to cold 
1996/97, the of establishment, to cold was assessed 

consistent 1996 below O "C 1 
in 10 days, with the lowest minimum of -13°C; and in 1997, 1 
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in 6 days, with  a minimum of -4°C). The most lines in la) 
The total mean in 

significantly than in the (0.87 2.94, no damages at 
all in and the lines 
low also in the lines found the but a significant 

'Genotypes Season' was due to the of some 
quite susceptible in and in 

............ 

1997/98 n n l(W ............................ l .................................................................... I 
................... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

1: Cold in 28 lines of polymorplza 1996/97 to 1998/99 
(solid) 

must be stated that the caused  damages to leaves which 
have in no cases ended with the death of plants, even in plots with high 

with  a self-pollinated species the in may have caused  a of seed 
due to pollen The out the the 
evaluation and 1999) seemed to be quite effective. 

1998 the the of the lb), but in 1998/99 almost all 
of them so heavily damaged (Fig. lc) to seed  yield. The of the 

cold, with  as many as 64 days to 
the damages the consequence of a quick in 

at the end of when plants still actively to a long 
of cold. fact, in conditions suitable good 

plant it followed a (the daily minimum 
15°C to 0°C in few days). That the damages associated to 
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physiological state of the plants is the that in each plot they 
only in the middle of it, succulent. This indicates 

how can  be the management of the mild, wet autumns; 
in of place in such 

mowing could have a in maintaining the height of the 
vegetation and  plants physiologically less to damages. 

1 (establishment) and 2 mean soil constantly 
the season, maximum in (Fig.  2  a, b). 

3 and 4 high values in the autumn (Fig. 2 c, d) due to 
a dense seedling population. of soil associated with the size 
of the soft seeds in the soil seed bank Low attitude in 
the 2-4 was the consequence of low  values of at the end of the 

1997 which, exposing the genotype to false caused  a depletion of 
the soil seed population. lines showed high 
values  of soil also in 2, a medics, and 4, when the 

had to upon seed l and  2 only. 

2: Soil (%) in 28 lines of polymovptza 1996/97 (a) to 1999/2000(d). 
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Conclusions 

many of polimorpha is a suitable species to in a 
system, that be cold The exploitation of 

in local is the quickest way to the objective. Suitable 
should also be and capable to quantity of seeds  with 

To an optimum soil site by site, could  be  wise 
to establish populations based  on of soft seeded  genotypes. 
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